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Magnetic Resonance Imaging

PURPOSE: To evaluate the differ-
ences in contrast between 1-second
delay and zero delay (for magnetiza-
tion recovery) before the preparation
radio-frequency pulse in three-di-
mensional, inversion-recovery (IR)
fast gradient-echo (GRE) acquisi-
tions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Mathematical simulations and mea-
surements of brain image contrast
were performed with healthy volun-
teers and 10 patients.

RESULTS: The zero-delay sequence
generated Ti-weighted contrast simi-
lar to that obtained with i-second
delay but was accompanied by a sub-
stantial reduction in imaging time.
However, the zero delay prohibits
full recovery of the longitudinal mag-

netization. Hence, the signal null

characteristic of IR experiments is
not easily observed, since it occurs
(as a function of tissue Ti) at very
short inversion times (<150 msec).

CONCLUSION: Ti-weighted con-
trast comparable with that of magne-
tization-prepared rapid GRE se-
quences with a i-second delay and
preparation time (TP) of 600-700
msec can be achieved in less time by
using a zero delay and a shorter TP

(400-500 msec).

Index terms: Magnetic resonance (MR), con-

trast enhancement #{149}Magnetic resonance (MR),

experimental #{149}Magnetic resonance (MR), fat
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I N fast gradient-echo (GRE) imaging

techniques, the sequence repeti-

tion time (TR) is reduced to between 6

and 18 msec (depending on the image
prescription), allowing an image to be

acquired in under 2 seconds. To ob-

tam images that are strongly Ti

weighted but yet retain the benefits of

short image acquisition times, invem-

sion-recovery (IR) radio-frequency

(RF) preparatory pulses have been

used with fast GRE acquisition seg-

ments (1-4). Because the magnetiza-

tion is sampled during the approach

to the steady state after the JR pulse,

the k-space acquisition order must be

modified to maximize tissue contrast

generated by the preparatory pulse

(3). However, with all k-space views

acquired after a single preparatory

pulse, image blurring is an unavoid-

able consequence of the unequal k-

space weighting. Various segmenta-

tion schemes have been proposed in

which the k space is broken up into

different segments, with a prepama-

tory pulse applied for each segment

(5,6). However, a delay time after the

end of the acquisition of the last view

of each segment and before the appli-

cation of the subsequent preparatory

pulse is necessary to allow recovery of

the longitudinal magnetization. In

two-dimensional image acquisitions,

this increase in imaging time with the

additional delay period is tolerable,

but in three-dimensional volume ac-

quisitions, the time penalty is substan-

tial.

The extension of these initial two-

dimensional methods to thmee-dimen-

sional volume acquisitions has been

relatively straightforward. However,

owing to long acquisition times, these

volume studies have been confined to

the evaluation of central nervous sys-

tem (CNS) disease in which respima-

tory motion is not a problem. The

three-dimensional implementation of

the IR-prepamed fast GRE acquisition,

sometimes referred to as three-dimen-

sional MP-RAGE (for magnetization-

prepared rapid GRE), was initially

proposed by Muglem and Bmookeman

(7,8). Initial clinical reports on this

technique described the use of a 1-2-

second delay for recovery of the bon-

gitudinab magnetization (9,10). In ad-

dition, these studies (9,10) did not use

view reordering to maximize the sen-

sitivity of the data acquisition seg-

ments to the IR-prepared magnetiza-

tion.

Contrast in three-dimensional IR-

prepared GRE acquisitions is a func-

tion of various parameters. These pa-

mametems are the excitation flip angle,

sequence TR of the GRE data acquisi-

tion segments, inversion time (TI), flip

angle of the inversion pulse, and de-

lay time, which permits recovery of

the longitudinal magnetization before

the JR pulse. Mugler and Brookeman

had investigated the optimum white-

gray matter contrast achievable with a

small 32 x 256 x 128 volume acquisi-

tion (8). In that study, they investi-

gated contrast changes as a function

of excitation RF flip angles between 0�

and 300 and preparation RF pulse flip

angles of between 0#{176}and 90#{176},at a spe-

cific (zero) delay time.
Although zero delay (or recovery)

times were used in the work by Mu-

glen and Brookeman (8), their study
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Abbreviations: C/N = contrast-to-noise ratio,
CNS = central nervous system, CSF = cerebro-
spinal fluid, FOV = field of view, GRASS = gra-
dient-recalled acquisition in the steady state,
GRE = gradient echo, IR = inversion recovery,
RF = radio frequency, SE = spin echo, S/N =

signal-to-noise ratio, SPGR = spoiled GRE, TE =

echo time, TI = inversion time, TP = prepara-
tion time, TR = repetition time.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the acquisition scheme used in the experiments. Each increment of
the phase-encoding gradient lobe is followed by a ir preparation pulse and acquisition of all
the section-encoding data in a centric order. Note that the TP is measured from the prepara-
tion RF pulse to the first RF excitation pulse of the data acquisition segment; any intervening

dummy excitations (disdaqs) are ignored. The delay time is the interval after the acquisition of

the last section-encoding segment to the subsequent preparation RF pulse. For the minimum/

zero-delay acquisitions, this interval is 0 second. Two dummy excitations are shown before
data acquisition. Prep = preparation.
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Figure 2. (a) Theoretical signal intensity curves for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM),

and CSF with 0- and 1-second delay times, as a function of TP. (b) Theoretical white-gray
matter contrast curves for the 0- and 1-second-delay experiments. The signal intensity and

contrast curves for the sequence with a 1-second delay are similar to those of conventional IR

acquisitions, while those of the zero-delay sequence are comparable with those of a Ti-

weighted SE acquisition.
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did not investigate the mole of delay

times in both optimizing tissue con-

trast in CNS studies and reducing im-

age acquisition time for a high-nesolu-

tion volume acquisition suitable for

retrospective mefommations. An earlier

work assented that the delay time pri-

manly determines the amount of bon-

gitudinal magnetization available for

measurement and does not affect im-

age contrast (9); however, we hypoth-

esized that the delay time is an impon-

tant determinant of tissue contrast

and that reducing the delay time to

zero would reduce the TI and subse-

quently the total imaging time and

yet maintain a similar contrast-to-

noise ratio (C/N) and signal-to-noise

ratio (S/N). In the study by Bmant-

Zawadzki et ab, the use of a 65-msec

delay time was reported (9). How-

ever, no comparison was made of the

image contrast achieved with short

and long delay times.

This article deals specifically with

zero-delay-time IR-prepamed volume

acquisitions. With zero delay times,

the (approximately) steady-state bon-

gitudinal magnetization is inverted,

since theme is insufficient time for me-

coveny of the longitudinal magnetiza-

tion owing to the tissue Ti. Subse-

quentby, tissue signal intensities are

heavily Ti weighted and are similar

to those of conventional Ti-weighted

spin-echo (SE) images. In marked

contrast to IR-prepared volume acqui-

sitions with a 1-2-second delay, the

images obtained with zero delay do

not exhibit contrast reversals charac-

teristic of JR images. To avoid confu-

sion with conventional JR image con-

trast, the TI-defined as the interval

between the peak of the 180#{176}prepara-

tion RF pulse and the peak of the first

data acquisition a RF excitation

pulse-will subsequently be referred

to as a preparation time (TP) rather

than a TI. White-gray matter contrast

in acquisitions with a zero (minimum)

delay time will be compared with that

in acquisitions with a 1-second delay

time.

THEORY

The acquisition scheme for an IR-pre-

pared three-dimensional acquisition is
shown in Figure 1. In this scheme, all
the section-encoding data are acquired
after the inversion pulse with a centric
acquisition order. The data acquisition

segment is typically a fast GRE acquisi-
tion in the steady state (GRASS) with
partial echo readout to minimize both
the echo time (TE) and TR. The data
acquisition segment may also be RF
phase spoiled (SPGR).

Increment Phase

Encoding Gradient

In the subsequent discussion, the sec-

tion-encoding direction is z, while the
directions of the phase-encoding and

readout directions are y and x, respec-

tiveby. After data for the last section-
encoding k� line are acquired, the phase
encode gradient lobe is incremented to

encode the next k� line (and k,-k� plane
data) and the preparation RF pulse is
applied immediately without allowing
the longitudinal magnetization (M�,,.7) to

recover toward thermal equilibrium
(M0). The sequence is repeated until
data for all k-space lines are acquired.
For a typical three-dimensional 64 x
256 x i92 acquisition, the magnetiza-

tion will be approaching the steady
state during the acquisition segment.

Depending on the tissue Ti, excitation
flip angle, and TR, the spins may or may
not be in the steady state at the end of

the acquisition segment. As data are ac-
quired during the approach to the

RX) 200 �00 400 500 600

steady state, we can assume that the

magnetization at the end of the acquisi-

tion segment can be approximated by
the steady state expression for an SPGR
acquisition, the longitudinal part of

which can be written as follows:

i - exp (-TR/Ti)
Mz,Cq M0 , (1)

1 - exp (-TR/Ti) cos a

where a is the flip angle of the RF exci-

tation pulse in the data acquisition seg-

ment. The expression in Equation (1)
was found to be appropriate even for a

GRASS acquisition segment, as it takes

longer to attain the steady state with a
GRASS sequence than with an SPGR

sequence. Hence, at the end of the ac-

quisition segment used in the imaging

experiments, the longitudinal magneti-
zation for a GRASS readout (in its ap-
proach to the steady state) approxi-

mates that of the equilibrium M2 value
for an SPGR acquisition.
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Figure 4. Axial images from three-dimensional prepared acquisitions in a healthy volunteer

at TPs of 100 (a), 200 (b), 300 (c), 400 (d), 500 (e), and 600 (1) msec with zero delay period. Note
that the same relative contrast between white and gray matter is maintained with increasing

TPs greater than 100 msec. Acquisition parameters were as follows: -�r preparation RF pulse,

64 x 256 x 192 matrix, 22-cm FOV, 1.5-mm section thickness, 30#{176}flip angle, and TE/TR =

2.3/12.9.
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Figure 3. Experimental signal intensity curves for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and CSF as a function of TP with zero delay time
(a) and 1-second delay time (b). Signal intensity was measured from magnitude images. (c) Experimental white-gray matter contrast curves for

the zero- and 1-second-delay experiments. The theoretical contrast curves have been rescaled and plotted on the same graph. The measure-

ments were obtained from images of healthy volunteers. Note the good agreement with the theoretical results. Arrow indicates the measured

fast SPGR (20-msec TR, 30’ flip angle) contrast for comparison.

of the data acquisition segment to the

peak of the preparation RF pulse, and
yres is the in-plane matrix size of the

image in the phase-encoding direction.
The maximum available signal after

the preparation (ii) pulse can be written
as

M. = M2,eq exp (-t,,/Ti)

+ M0[1 - exp (-td/Ti)1

exp (-TP/Ti)

+ M0[i - exp (-TP/Ti)], (2)

With zero delay times, this value of
M:,.q �5 inverted by the �rr preparation RF
pulse and allowed to recover in time TP

before data acquisition. With a 1-second
delay period inserted before the �rr
preparation RF pulse, the longitudinal
magnetization is allowed to recover to-

ward thermal equilibrium. In addition

to creating differences in image con-
trast, it is obvious that the delay period

will prolong the total imaging time by
the amount (t,1 x yres), where td is the

delay period in seconds measured from

the peak of the last RF excitation pulse

where TP is measured from the inver-
sion pulse to the first a RF pulse of the
succeeding data acquisition segment. In
practice, two dummy excitations (dis-

daqs) are applied before data acquisi-
lion to minimize blurring of the image
point spread function (3). The TP incor-
porates the time required for the
dummy excitations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were conducted on a
1.5-T whole-body Signa MR imaging sys-

tem (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee,
Wis). A ‘IT RF preparation pulse was used
in all experiments. Experimental curves

for white-gray matter contrast, measured
as the signal difference (contrast = S,, -

Sn), were determined from images of two
healthy volunteers. Acquisition param-
eters used were as follows: 64 x 256 x 192
matrix (number of sections x frequency
encodes x phase encodes), 22-cm field of
view (FOV), 1.5-mm section thickness, TR
msec/TE msec = 2.2/12.9, and 30#{176}flip

angle. The measurements were taken with
use of a small (20-mm2) region of interest

in the caudate nucleus (gray matter), the

white matter region immediately adjacent
to the caudate nucleus, and the neighbor-

ing ventricle (cerebrospinal fluid [CSF]). A

GRASS readout acquisition segment was
used in all acquisitions.

The section-encoding data were ac-
quired in the innermost loop with a cen-
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional prepared acquisition in the same volunteer and with the same
acquisition parameters as in Figure 4 but with a 1-second delay period. Note the inversion of
the white-gray matter contrast at a TP of about 400 msec.

a. b. I
Figure 6. Images in the oblique coronal (a) and oblique sagittal (b) planes reformatted from a

three-dimensional prepared axial acquisition with zero delay at the level of L4-5. The nerve

roots are well demonstrated against the thecal sac and epidural fat. The contrast in a zero-de-
lay three-dimensional prepared sequence substantially reduces the signal intensity from long

Ti tissues such as CSF, increasing the conspicuity of the nerve roots. Acquisition parameters

were as follows: 64 x 256 x 128, two excitations, 22-cm FOV, 2-mm section thickness, 30#{176}flip

angle, TE/TR = 5.1/12.4, 500-msec TP. A phased-array coil was used for this volume acquisi-

tion, which took 5.6 minutes.
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tric acquisition order. There was no par-

ticular reason why the section/view loops
could not be interchanged. However, be-

cause the number of in-plane phase-en-
coding views far exceeded the number of

section-encoding views, it was preferable
to acquire the loop with the shortest total
segment acquisition time as the innermost

loop. This procedure was performed to
maintain as short a readout segment after

the preparation pulse as possible to reduce
image blurring from unequal weighting of
the k-space data. In terms of imaging
times, with the same TP, the acquisition
with a 1-second delay took almost 3 mm-
utes longer than the acquisition with a

zero delay period. Volume acquisitions
with RF-phase spoiling but without prepa-

ratory pulses were also performed to com-
pare tissue white-gray matter contrast

with the prepared acquisitions. In addi-

tion to studies of healthy volunteers, 10

patients were also imaged with prepared
volume sequences with a TP of 450 msec
for the zero-delay acquisition, a TP of 700
msec for the 1-second-delay acquisition,

and an RF-phase spoiled volume acquisi-

tion without preparatory pulses with a TR

of 20 msec.
Another application of a zero-delay pre-

pared technique is to allow the rapid ac-
quisition of volume data with fat suppres-
sion. By replacing the spatially selective �

preparation pulse with a spectrally selec-
tive inversion pulse, fat or water suppres-
sion can be attained with short TPs and,

consequently, short imaging times. Since

the spectrally selective preparation pulse

does not affect the unsuppressed spins,

the steady state of the unperturbed spins
is only mildly interrupted by the prepara-

tion RF pulse and the intervening TP and

is quickly restored to the steady state dur-

ing the data acquisition segment. This ap-

plication required no modification to the

pulse sequence except that the prepara-

tion RF pulse was replaced with a numeri-

cabby optimized, spectrally selective �rr
pulse (11).

RESULTS

Theoretical signal intensity curves for
white matter (Ti, T2, and M, of 600
msec, 70 msec, and 0.74, respectively),

gray matter (920 msec, 85 msec, and

0.80), and CSF (2,000 msec, 1,000 msec,
and 1.0) are shown in Figure 2a as a
function of TP as in Equations (1) and
(2). Figure 2b shows the theoretical
white-gray matter contrast curves with

zero delay and with a 1-second delay
before the preparation RF pulse. The
sequence parameters used in these cal-
cubations were as follows: 12.9-msec TR,
30#{176}flip angle, and 64 x 256 x 192 ac-

quisition matrix. It is clear from these
curves that the image contrast with the
1-second delay is more characteristic of
typical IR experiments, in which con-

trast reversal may occur depending on
the TP chosen. The contrast for a zero-

delay prepared experiment, on the
other hand, is more characteristic of a

conventional Ti-weighted SE acquisi-
tion, in which the same relative contrast

is maintained among different Ti spe-
cies with increasing TPs.

It is also clear that similar tissue signal
intensities can be achieved with shorter
TPs with zero-delay acquisitions than

with i-second-delay acquisitions. For

example, similar signal intensities can
be attained with a TP of 400 msec for

white matter (with zero delay period),

as in an acquisition with a TP of 600-700
msec (with a 1-second delay). However,

contrast reversal and signal nulls en-

countered in the 1-second-delay acqui-
sitions cannot be attained with the zero-

delay technique except at extremely
short TPs of less than 100 msec. These
extremely short TPs are for the most
part almost impossible to attain in prac-

tice because several dummy RF excita-
tions are required before data acquisi-
tion to minimize image blurring.

Measured signal intensity curves,

taken as the average of the data from

the two healthy volunteers, are shown
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Figure 7. Sagittal reformatted images of the cervical spine from

an IR-prepared axial volume acquisition with a 400-msec TP. Ac-

quisition parameters were as follows: 128 x 256 x 128 matrix,

20-cm FOV, 1.5-mm section thickness, 30#{176}flip angle, and TE/TR =

2.8/12.5. (a) Centric acquisition (imaging time, 3.3 minutes). (b) Seg-

mented centric acquisition (imaging time, 5.2 minutes). Increased
edge blurring and a slight loss of contrast in the region around the
vertebral bodies are evident in a.

a. b.

Figure 9. Images of a healthy volunteer, obtained with fat (a) and water (b) suppression with
the same 100-msec TP but with the frequency of the inversion pulse set to the fat and water
resonances, respectively. Note the good suppression of fat and water in the respective images.

Imaging parameters were as follows: 16-cm FOV, 1.5-mm section thickness, 64 x 256 x 192

matrix, 30#{176}flip angle, and TE/TR = 3.2/11.6. The total imaging time was 2.7 minutes. A proto-

type phased-array coil was used for this acquisition. Either fat or water suppression was at-

tamed in 2.7 minutes for this volume image. In these images, B11 inhomogeneity resulted in

nonuniform suppression, especially in the chest wall.

in Figure 3 together with the measured

white-gray matter contrast curves. The
results indicate good agreement with

the theoretically predicted curves of
Figure 2 and imply that the approxima-

tion of the longitudinal magnetization

at the end of a GRASS readout segment
with Equation (I) was valid. Figures 4

and 5 illustrate the change in image
contrast at TPs of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,

and 600 msec for the zero-delay and
1-second-delay acquisitions, respec-

tively. As expected, image signal inten-

sity increased as TP was increased for

the zero-delay acquisition without a
reversal in image contrast. In images
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Figure 8. Time history (from Bloch equation
simulations) of the longitudinal magnetiza-

tion for fat and tumor illustrating the effect

of a spectrally selective inversion pulse set at

the fat resonance. The effect of several inver-
sion pulses and the corresponding TPs are

shown. Note that the fat signal is nulled dur-

ing the acquisition of the low-spatial-fre-

quency views (centric acquisition order),

while the magnetization of the nonlipid

spins (in this case tumor) is relatively unper-

turbed. Each time step is a TR segment of
10-msec duration. The arrows indicate the

position of the acquisition of the low spatial

frequency data in the section-encoding direc-

tion.

acquired with zero delay, tissues with
short Ti, such as fat or tumors en-
hanced with gadolinium, return higher

signal intensities than do tissues with

bong Ti, such as CSF or gray matter. The
images with a 1-second delay exhibited
contrast typical of IR-type images, with

signal nulls occurring at specific TPs
depending on tissue Ti. Images with

typical Ti weighting (and contrast)
were obtained only for TPs greater than
550 msec, whereas the typical Ti
weighting was noted at TPs greater

than 100 msec with the zero-delay se-
quence. Although there exists a contrast
inversion for the zero-delay sequence, it
occurs at such a short TP and with such

low image S/N that it ceases to have
relevance.

As expected, the white-gray matter

contrast for a fast SPGR acquisition
without preparatory pulses was less

than that attained with either prepared
acquisition. However, since the fast

SPGR acquisition does not interrogate
the magnetization during the approach

to the steady state, less image blurring
was apparent in the volume reformat-

ted images. The blurring in the pre-
pared acquisition may be reduced by
segmenting the data acquisition. For
example, the section-encoding data for

a k2 of 0 to +kz,ntax can be acquired after
one preparation RF pulse, with the cor-
responding data for a k2 of 0 to �kz,,,ax
acquired after the next preparation RF

pulse. Note that the segmentation strat-
egy is feasible for zero-delay acquisi-
tions because it does not substantially
increase the total imaging time. How-
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ever, if a 1-second delay were to be

used, the imaging time would be sub-
stantialby increased. The contrast ob-

tamed in a fast SPGR acquisition with

a 20-msec TR and a 30#{176}flip angle is

shown in Figure 3 for comparison. With
a TR of 20 msec, the total imaging time
was approximately equal to that of a
zero-delay prepared acquisition with a
400-msec TP and a i2.9-msec TR.

DISCUSSION

Both the theoretical and experimental
data indicate that imaging times can be
substantially (30%-40%) reduced by

using shorter TPs and zero delay times,
without compromising image contrast.

In fact, image tissue contrast typical of
conventional Ti-weighted sequences

can be obtained in prepared acquisi-
tions with zero delay times. In these

images, short Ti species, such as fat or
gadolinium-enhanced tumors, exhibited

a higher signal intensity than tissues
with longer Ti times, such as CSF and
gray matter.

The prepared sequence in the steady
state has also been determined to be

useful in studies of the lumbar spine,
where the nerves are well demonstrated
against the bow signal intensity of the

CSF in the thecal sac (Fig 6). Further-
more, the exiting nerve roots are well
demonstrated owing to the high con-
trast difference between the epidurab fat
and the nerve roots, especially in the
volume reformatted images.

In addition to the obvious advantage

of reducing the total imaging time be-
low that for prepared images with a

1-second delay time, the prepared ac-
quisition with zero delay permits seg-
mented data acquisition with only a
modest increase in total imaging time.
This capability is especially useful in
volume acquisitions with a barge num-

ber of sections, such as a 128-section
volume acquisition. In this case, the sec-

tion-encoding views could be seg-
mented so that the positive k-space sec-
tion-encoding data could be acquired
after one IR pulse and the remaining
negative k-space data acquired after the

succeeding JR pulse (ie, from k2 = 0 to
k2 = +k�,p,�x and from k2 = 0 to k2 = �

This advantage of a segmented acquisi-
tion is best appreciated when edges are
present in the section-encoding direc-
tion, such as in axial acquisitions in the

cervical and lumbar spine, in 128-sec-

tion three-dimensional volumes. Such

segmentation has previously been dem-
onstrated to be useful in reducing image

blurring due to the nonuniform k-space
filter acquiring data during the ap-
proach to the steady state in IR-pre-
pared acquisitions (5,6). In the example
in Figure 7, some edge blurring was ob-
served at the edges of the cervical spine
in the sagittab reformatted images with a
single, centric-ordered acquisition seg-
ment. Less blurring was observed in the
image with the segmented acquisition

scheme, although this was attained at the
cost of increased imaging time. In this
example, the imaging time with seg-

mented acquisition increased from 4.3
to 5.2 minutes.

Fat suppression in a volume acquisi-
tion can be attained by using the zero-
delay technique and a spectrally selec-
tive preparation RE pulse. As shown in
the Bloch equation simulation of Figure

8, the fat signal is nulled at a short TP,
while the signal from tissue other than
fat is relatively unaffected by the prepa-
ration RE pulse. This finding allows RF
phase spoiling to be used to increase Ti

weighting without the accompanying
blurring as found in IR-prepared centric

acquisitions.

Recall that in the zero-delay acquisi-
tion, an extremely short TP tends to
suppress signal from almost all spins,
especially tissues with long Ti times. By

using a spectrally selective preparation
RF pulse, either fat or water can be sup-
pressed with the same short TP, with-
out perturbing the steady state of the

unsuppressed tissues. As shown in

Figure 9, good fat suppression was ob-

served in the breast of a healthy vobun-
teem when the frequency of the inver-
sion pulse was set to the fat resonance
with a TP of 100 msec. When the fre-
quency was switched to the water reso-
nance, complete suppression of the

nonlipid spins was observed (Fig 9). In
both cases, the fat- or water-suppressed
volume image with a 64 x 256 x 192

matrix was completed in less than 3
minutes. This technique may be useful
in studies of the breast with gadolinium
contrast agents. With the fat signal sup-
pressed, the high signal intensity from
gadolinium-enhanced tissues (with
shortened Ti) will not be masked by fat.

In comparison with the prepared ac-

quisitions, as demonstrated in Figure 3c,

the fast SPGR volume images exhibited
less tissue contrast even when the TR
was adjusted for a total imaging time
similar to that of the zero-delay acquisi-
tion. However, the thrust of this study

was to investigate contrast differences

between zero-delay and i-second-delay
prepared acquisitions.

There is a distinct advantage in using
zero delay times with three-dimensional
prepared acquisitions: the reduction in

total imaging time without compro-
mised tissue contrast. Fast SPGR acqui-
sition without preparatory pulses offers

a steady-state sequence without the
pronounced k-space filtering that often
occurs in magnetization-prepared ac-
quisitions. In addition, the total imaging
time may also be shorter than that for
JR-prepared acquisitions, but the reduc-

tion in imaging time is accompanied by
bower tissue contrast and image S/N.
However, various techniques, such as a

variable flip angle scheme, can be used

to control or minimize the k-space filter-
ing effect (12). U
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